LOVE WHAT ZIEGFIELD MISSED

BOSTON COLLEGE PRIZE RACES

Four representatives of the Institute committee headed by John R. Taft, ’41, publicity director, and Mrs. Robert T. Schuetz, ’41, and Edward W. Warren, ’42, Secretary-Treasurer. The Management Committee and its Vice-Presidents are ranking the system and will be responsible for the postponed meeting. The society will be closed on Saturday, May 4, 1941, Secretary-Treasurer. The Management Committee and its Vice-Presidents are ranking the system and will be responsible for the postponed meeting. The society will be closed on Saturday, May 4, 1941. In the meantime, the T.C.A. will act as an advisory committee for this year and will meet on Monday, May 1, 1941, at 5:00 P.M. in Pritchett Hall.

Goals of the T.C.A. are planned to be: 1. To provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and information among undergraduates and to promote understanding and cooperation among the various groups on campus. 2. To foster interest in the activities of the T.C.A. and to encourage participation in its programs. 3. To provide a means for members to meet and make new friends. 4. To advance the welfare of the T.C.A. and to ensure its long-term viability.

Activities

T.C.A. Sponsors Housing Show

Crew • Technology Propeller Club Plans Open Meeting Tuesday.

The picture at this point in the story is of a boat being rowed by a man in a yellow suit. The man is rowing with great effort, and the boat is moving slowly through the water. It is clear that the boat is designed for rowing, with long oars and a narrow hull. The man appears to be wearing a yellow suit, which contrasts sharply with the blue of the water. The boat is moving slowly through the water, and the man appears to be rowing with great effort.

The picture at the Fine Arts this week is of a boat being rowed by a man in a yellow suit. The man is rowing with great effort, and the boat is moving slowly through the water. It is clear that the boat is designed for rowing, with long oars and a narrow hull. The man appears to be wearing a yellow suit, which contrasts sharply with the blue of the water. The boat is moving slowly through the water, and the man appears to be rowing with great effort.